Once considered a leading location for the capital of North Carolina, Fayetteville now serves as the largest metropolitan area in the southeastern part of the state. Fayetteville and the surrounding area attract a surprising amount of diversity to the Sandhills region of North Carolina. Small towns dot the landscape around the largest military base in the U.S. Traditional farms brush up against some of the most advanced military technology in the world. Some families that have lived in the Sandhills region for generations mix and mingle with other families coming from, and deploying to, every imaginable corner of the globe. Agriculture, small businesses, industry and the military attract a host of people from various ethnic backgrounds. This diversity amplifies the challenges and opportunities for churches wanting to impact lostness through disciple-making.
1. Pray that believers would identify with the lost around them and build gospel relationships within their communities.

2. Pray for missional opportunities in schools, colleges, neighborhoods and workplaces.

3. Pray that each church would build a disciple-making culture through personal and relational discipleship.

4. Pray that on-mission churches will grow in health, sharpen kingdom focus and plant new churches.

5. Pray for gospel partnerships between believers, churches, associations, and the community—partnerships that impact lostness through disciple-making.
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